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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 
This is a very interesting paper, but since it is a difficult procedure, generalization will be 

a problem in the future. 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 
Dear authors u have done good job with a very important topic in the surgical feind but 

u need to revise ur manuscribt carefully and check the following points  1. In 

backround section u didn’t mention the type of surgery that is risk for this disease  2. In 

keywords section u have to correct the word ; colonic liver cancer because liver has 

nothing in this study  3. In introduction section  ‘’The main reason is the relatively 

high risk of surgery and the obviously high probability of complications, including fatal 

complications (duodenal leakage),,. **Despite the grammatical error in this sentence , 

complications should be mentioned and the word in between brackets is not the only 

complication and should not be equal to fatal complication     In this case ,they give 

up the treatment of duodenal lesions, and perform a palliative right-side colon resection, 

which affects these patients 3 and 5 years survival rates  ** the above sentence mentions 

that surgeons gave up for the treatment of this disease and still mentioning surgical 

intervention they do .  That should be revised   and correct treatment of duodenal 

defect will be used to help improve the condition or reduce postoperative complications. 

**Where the duodenal defect that is mentioned coming from and what does it stand for? 

4. The abstract should mention about chemotherapy  5. U need major language revision 

and correct medical termoinology that is understandable 
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